
Supplementary Methods and Supplemental Figures 

Pipeline for Annotating Mutations and Filtering Putative Germline SNPs 

Contributing GENIE centers provided mutation data in Variant Call Format (VCF v4.x, 
samtools.github.io/hts-specs) or Mutation Annotation Format (MAF v2.x, 
wiki.nci.nih.gov/x/eJaPAQ) with additional fields for read counts supporting variant alleles, 
reference alleles, and total depth. Some “MAF-like” text files with minimal required columns 
(github.com/mskcc/vcf2maf/blob/v1.6.12/data/minimalist_test_maf.tsv) were also received from 
the participating centers. These various input formats were converted into a complete 
tab-separated MAF v2.4 format, with a standardized set of additional columns 
(github.com/mskcc/vcf2maf/blob/v1.6.12/docs/vep_maf_readme.txt) using either vcf2maf or 
maf2maf v1.6.12 (github.com/mskcc/vcf2maf/tree/v1.6.12), wrappers around the Variant Effect 
Predictor (VEP v86, gist.github.com/ckandoth/f265ea7c59a880e28b1e533a6e935697). The 
vcf2maf “custom-enst” option overrode VEP’s canonical isoform for most genes, with Uniprot’s 
canonical isoform (github.com/mskcc/vcf2maf/blob/v1.6.12/data/isoform_overrides_uniprot). 
 
Six of the eight GENIE participating centers performed tumor-only sequencing i.e. without also             
sequencing a patient-matched control sample like blood, to isolate somatic events. These            
centers minimized artifacts and germline events using pooled controls from unrelated           
individuals, or using databases of known artifacts, common germline variants, and recurrent            
somatic mutations. However, there remains a risk that such centers may inadvertently release             
germline variants that can theoretically be used for patient re-identification. To minimize this risk,              
the GENIE consortium developed a stringent germline filtering pipeline, and applied it uniformly             
to all variants across all centers. This pipeline flags sufficiently recurrent artifacts and germline              
events reported by the Exome Aggregation Consortium [1]. Specifically, the non-TCGA subset            
VCF of ExAC 0.3.1 was used after excluding known somatic events in            
https://github.com/mskcc/vcf2maf/blob/v1.6.12/data/known_somatic_sites.bed, based on: 
 

● Hotspots from Chang et al. minus some likely artifacts [2]. 
● Somatic mutations associated with clonal hematopoietic expansion from Xie et al. [3]. 
● Somatically mutable germline sites at MSH6:F1088, TP53:R290, TERT:E280, 

ASXL1:G645_G646. 
 
The resulting VCF was used with vcf2maf’s “filter-vcf” option, to match each variant position and               
allele to per-subpopulation allele counts. If a variant was seen more than 10 times in any of the                  
7 ExAC subpopulations, it was tagged as a “common_variant” (vcf2maf’s “max-filter-ac” option),            
and subsequently removed. This >10 allele count (AC) cutoff was selected because it tagged no               
more than 1% of the somatic calls across all MSK-IMPACT samples with patient-matched             
controls. Fig. S1 quantifies the reduction in samples with somatic calls at potential germline              
sites (ExAC_AC_Adj > 1 and ExAC_FILTER=PASS), after implementing the “common_variant”          
filter. 7061 of the 17125 GENIE samples (41.2%) contained at least one such call, which               
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reduced to 5361 samples (31.3%) after filtering. Overall, the strict germline filtering pipeline             
decreased somatic calls at potential germline sites, from 13.3% to 8.2% of all variants in GENIE. 

Clinical Trial matching 

Clinical trial matching was performed using MatchMiner software developed at DFCI           
(https://github.com/dfci/matchminer-engine). The NCI-Match trial criteria was expertly curated by         
a cancer biologist at DFCI; only somatic mutations and copy number alterations were included              
in the matching procedure; arms with fusion criteria were not matched against and are not               
reported. Each patient can match against each arm, and may match multiple times against the               
same arm if there are multiple genes in the criteria. Only 1 match per patient, per arm and per                   
gene is reported.  

Supplementary Tables 

Supplemental Table 1:  Genomic Data Characterization by Center. 

  DFCI GRCC JHU MDA MSK NKI UHN VICC 

Specimen 
Types 

Formalin-fixed, 
paraffin-embedded 
(FFPE) v. Fresh 
Frozen (Fresh Froz) 

FFPE Fresh 
Froz 

FFPE FFPE FFPE FFPE FFPE FFPE 

Specimen 
Tumor 
Cellularity  

Minimum Tumor 
Cellularity 

>20% >10% >10% >20% >10% >10% >10% >20% 

Assay 
Type 

Hybridization Capture 
vs PCR 

Capture PCR PCR PCR Capture PCR PCR Capture 

Coverage Coding Exons x    x   x 

 Hotspot Regions  x x x  x x  

 Introns (selected) x    x   x 

 Promoters (selected)     x    

Platform Illumina x    x x x x 

 Ion Torrent  x x x     

Calling 
Strategy 

Unmatched 
(Tumor-only) v. 
Matched 
(Tumor-Normal) 

Tumor 
Only 

Tumor 
Only 

Tumor 
Only 

Tumor 
Only 

Tumor- 
Normal 

Tumor 
Only 

Tumor-
Normal 

Tumor 
Only 

Alteration 
Types 

Single Nucleotide 
Variants (SNV) 

x x x x x x x x 

 Small Indels x x x x x x x x 
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 Gene-Level CNA x   [*] x   x 

 Intragenic CNA     x    

 Structural Variants [*]    x   x 

 

[*] Structural variants or copy number events are identified and reported, but have not been transferred to 
GENIE. 

Supplemental Table 2:  Gene Panels Submitted by Each Center. 

Panel File 
(all files are prepended as: 
data_gene_panel_XXX) 

Panel Type 
(PCR/Capture) 

All Exons v. 
Hotspot Regions 

# of Genes 

DFCI-ONCOPANEL-1.txt Custom All Exons 275 

DFCI-ONCOPANEL-2.txt Custom All Exons 300 

MSK-IMPACT341.txt Custom All Exons 341 

MSK-IMPACT410.txt Custom All Exons 410 

GRCC-CHP2.txt Ion AmpliSeq Cancer Hotspot 
Panel v2 

Hotspot Regions 50 

GRCC-MOSC3.txt Ion AmpliSeq Cancer Hotspot 
Panel v2 

Hotspot Regions 74 

JHU-50GP-V1.txt Ion AmpliSeq Cancer Hotspot 
Panel v2 

Hotspot Regions 50 

MDA-46-V1.txt TruSeq Amplicon Cancer Panel Hotspot Regions 46 

NKI-TSACP.txt TruSeq Amplicon Cancer Panel Hotspot Regions 48 

UHN-48-V1.txt TruSeq Amplicon Cancer Panel Hotspot Regions 48 

VICC-01-T5a.txt Foundation Medicine All Exons 322 

VICC-01-T7.txt Foundation Medicine All Exons 429 
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Supplemental Figures 

 

 
 
Figure S1:  Number of putative germline SNPs per sample, before and after uniform 
germline filtering.  Putative germline SNPs are defined as variants identified in the ExAC 
database, (http://exac.broadinstitute.org) at any population frequency (ExAC_AC_Adj > 1 and 
ExAC_FILTER=PASS).  Blue indicates pre-filter, green indicates post-filter. 
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Figure S2. Distribution of total somatic mutation burden per sample stratified by sequencing 
panel. Mutations (all non-silent substitutions and small insertions/deletions reported) per 
megabase (Mbs) of coding sequence examined for each sample, stratified by sequencing panel 
and ordered by size of panel in kilobases. The data are shown as empirical cumulative 
distributions (blue shaded area) with individual samples shown as black points and the median 
shown as a grey horizontal line in each plot. The amplicon based sequencing panels 
(MDA-46-V1, GRCC-CHP2, JHU-50GP-V1, NKI-TSACP, UHN-48-V1, and GRCC-MOSC3) 
exhibit artificially high “rates” of mutations per kilobases sequenced due to the targets of these 
panels which are  enriched for known driver genes in cancer that occur at relatively higher 
frequencies. In contrast, the larger panels tend to cover entire genes (as opposed to specific 
“hotspots”) and exhibit lower “rates” of mutations. 
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Figure S3: Log-scale comparison of mutation frequencies at hotspot sites between GENIE 
(data aggregated from all sequencing panels) and cancerhotspots.org (CHS) [2] using a 
binomial test. P-values were corrected for multiple testing using the Bonferroni method; hotspots 
with a significantly different observation frequency in GENIE are highlighted in purple. The top 
10 most frequently mutated hotspots (as reported by CHS) are given unique symbols, as 
denoted in the inset. 
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Figure S4: Comparison of mutation frequencies at hotspot sites in each GENIE sequencing 
panel with cancerhotspots.org (CHS) [2] using a binomial test. P-values were corrected for 
multiple testing using the Bonferroni method; hotspots observed at a significantly different rate 
in GENIE are highlighted in purple. The top 10 most frequently mutated hotspots according to 
CHS are given unique symbols, as denoted in the legend. 
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